MILO RANGE THEATER TRAINING
ENHANCED FIELD OF VIEW

The MILO Range Theater system provides you with a truly immersive training environment for the highest levels of trainee engagement. With the enhanced field of view that Theater offers, you can increase trainee realism and offer truer to life training scenarios. The MILO Range Theater is interactive from all directions and all screens, allowing trainee responses to multiple threats and applications of proper tactics simultaneously. The system is operated by a single instructor using either a touchscreen monitor or wireless tablet, significantly reducing the instructor resources needed to run multiple trainees through dozens of exercises in a single training session.

The MILO Range Theater is available in 180° system with 3-screen configuration and a 300° system with 5-screen configuration.
FULLY IMMERSIVE TRAINING

The MILO Range Theater system is available in multiple configurations to accommodate your needs, budget, and available space.

**Theater Features and Benefits:**

- Ultra-wide field of view for situational awareness training
- 180 and 300 degree screen and projector configurations
- Individual and Team tactical training
- COB & COM Training
- Ultra HD video on each screen
- CCI Marksmanship & Reactive Targeting skill-builders
- Laser and/or Live Fire capable
- Lethal & Less-lethal weapon options
- Lowlight training module / Flashlights included
- Trainee Action Capture with multiple cameras/views
- Single instructor only needed for system operation and training
- Touchscreen & Wireless Instructor Tablet control
- Multiple trainees with multiple weapons for a wider range of responses
- Converts to multi-lane Firing Range
- Supports America’s Army, Unity and VBS2 Training Platforms

**Theater 180**

The Theater 180 system offers a 3-screen configuration that provides enhanced field of view for even more realism and effectiveness for training to respond to critical incidents and crisis situations.

**Theater 300**

The Theater 300 system offers a fully immersive, 5-screen configuration that provides the most challenging and realistic training environment available in a simulator today.

**Firing Range**

Firing Range allows MILO Theater systems to be converted to multi-lane firing ranges, allowing multiple shooters the ability to simulate shooting courses of fire and perfect record fire exercises for higher scores and more confidence on the range.

**Training, Warranty & Support**

- 2-year complete system warranty Included. Additional warranty and service plans available
- 24/7 telephone, web and text/video technical and customer support
- 3-day (24 hours) Train the Trainer instructor course Included
- Optional annual refresher training available